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Abstract
Multiversion accessmethodshave been emerged
in the literature primarily to support queries on a
transaction-time database where records are
never physically deleted. For a popular class of
efficient methods (including the multiversion Btree), data recordsand index entries are occasionally duplicated to separatedata according to time.
In this paper, we present techniques for improving query processing in multiversion access
methods.In particular, we addressthe problem of
avoiding duplicates in the responsesets.We first
discuss traditional approachesthat eliminate duplicates using hashing and sorting. Next, we propose two new algorithms for avoiding duplicates
without using additional data structures.The one
performs queries in a depth-first order starting
from a root, whereasthe other exploits links between datapages.Thesemethodsare discussedin
full details and their main properties are identitied. Preliminary performanceresults confirm the
advantages of these methods in comparison to
traditional ones according to CPU-time, disk accessesand storage.
Keywords:

temporal databases,query processing, multiversion access methods, optimization and tuning
techniques,physical databasedesign

1 Introduction
Data base managementsystems (DBMS) have primarily
been developed to protect the current state of a database
against errors and loss, whereas only a few systems(e.g.
POSTGRES[Sto 871)are also able to preservepast states.
The past statesof a databaseare however very important
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for various applications like land register systems
[BFA 911,decision support systemsand on-line analytical
processing (OLAP) [CCS 931. A primary task of a land
register system,for example,is to keep track of the ownership of real-estateover time. For theseapplications, queries
should be supported on any state, past or current, and on
multiple states(e.g. to show the temporal development of
data). This type of databaseis called a transaction-time
database[SA 851.
Traditional query processing techniques and accessmethods are not suitable to managetransaction-time databases
for the following reasons. First, since records are never
physically deleted transaction-time databases are
extremely large in size. In general, a transaction database
cannot completely be kept on magnetic disk [LS 891,but
someparts haveto be storedon tertiary storage(e.g. optical
disks or tapes).Second,queries are more complex because
they can refer to the key and time dimension. An important
type of query is the range-period query: Given a key range
R and a time period P, find the recordswhose keys are in R
during P. Special cases of this query are the key-period
query and the range-time query where the key range and
the time period is reduced to a single key and time instant,
respectively. In a land register system,the query ,,Find all
owners of parcels which are in a given rectangle over the
last 10 years“ is an example of a range-period query.
Another requirement might be that the output of a rangeperiod query has to be sorted according to time. Although
various special accessmethods have been developed for
transaction-time databases,see [ST 941 for an excellent
survey, the authors are not aware of a discussion on processing range-period queries. Previous studies are primarily related to supporting either key-period queries or
range-time queries.
In this paper, we present a detailed discussion of various
algorithms for processingrange-period queries in transaction databasesusing special accessmethods.In the following, we refer to thesemethodsas multiversion access methods (MVAMs). Our discussion is primarily based on the
multiversion B-tree (MVBT) [BGO+ 933 and other methods ([Eas 861, [LS 891, [LS 901, [MKW 961) closely
related to the MVBT. The MVBT optimally solves the
range-time query problem [BGO+ 931 and therefore, is
also an ideal candidate for processing the more general
range-period query. The MVBT achieves its performance
by duplicating data records and index entries. Rangeperiod queries which require accessto multiple versions
howeversuffer from the duplicates in various ways. First of
all, when traditional algorithms for processing range que-

ries are usedto evaluaterange-periodqueries,it will be not
distinguished between ordinary records and their duplicates.Consequently,these algorithms would allow duplicatesin the responseset.If duplicates are not desired,additional effort is required to remove them from the response
set. Crucial to efficiency is also the fact that duplicates of
directory entries exist and that the traditional query processingalgorithm would also not identify theseduplicates.
Consequently, the same page can be visited more than
once. In the following, we present various algorithms for
evaluating range-period queries without reporting duplicates.Although the algorithms are presentedin the context
of the MVBT, they are directly applicable to other multiversion access methods (like the write-once B-tree
[Eas 861and the time-split B-tree [LS 891).
To the bestof the authorsknowledge,the problem of duplicate avoidance has not been addressedin the context of
multiversion accessmethods so far. The problem is not
only restricted to transaction-time databases, but also
occurs in spatial data bases.For example, spatial access
methodslike the R+-tree [SRF 871also produceduplicates
(only records) which have to be eliminated from the
responsesetof a query in a secondstep.Our techniquesfor
avoiding duplicates (developedfor the MVBT) can also be
exploited for avoiding the duplicates while processingspatial querieson R+-treesand related spatial accessmethods.
Section2 of the paper introduce to the problem of organizing a transaction-time database.Special attention is given
to the foundations of multiversion accessmethods.Section
3 describesfour algorithms designedfor performing rangeperiod queries with duplicate avoidance. We first discuss
traditional techniques (hashing and sorting). Next, we
present a new depth-first .traversal algorithm that avoids
duplicates by testing so-calledreferencepoints. Our fourth
algorithm generalizes the link traversal known from the
B+-tree.Section4 showsthe results of a setof experiments.
The conclusions are in section 5.

multiple versions. Each changecreatesa new version; the
i-th change is applied to version i-l at time $ and creates
version i. A record of a transaction-time databasecan be
representedas a tuple consisting of a key, a time interval
and some associatedinformation. The left and right point
of the time interval representthe time when the record was
inserted into and (logically) deleted from the transactiontime database,respectively.In the following, the interval is
called Z&e-spanof a record. The right bound of the lifespan can adopt the special value now that identifies a
record to be live.
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Figure 1: An example of a transaction-time database
An example of a transaction-time databaseis depicted in
Figure 1. Records are illustrated as intervals in a twodimensional data space.The information part of an record
is the number reported above the inierval. Records with
keys Al and A2 are inserted at time tl and t2, respectively.
At time t3, the record with key A, is (logically) deleted.A
record with key A3 is inserted at t4. An update on the
record with key A2 creates version 5. Another update on
key A3 createsversion 6 which is the current version of the
transaction-timedatabase.
2.2 Multiversion Access Methods with Data Duplicati0l.l

2 Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce to transaction-time databases
and presenta brief review of multiversion accessmethods
(WAMs) designedfor organizing recordsof a transactiontime database.Special attention is paid to the multiversion
B-tree (MVi37’) which serves as the underlying MVAM
throughout the paper.
2.1 Transaction-Time Databases
A transaction-time database consists of records which
belong to different versions (states) of a file. For sake of
simplicity we assumethat the versions of a file are numbered contiguously starting from 0. The version with the
highest number is called the current version. A record
which belongs to the current version of a file is said to be
live, and dead otherwise. A change (insertion, deletion,
update)can only be applied to the current version, whereas
queries are supported on any version, current or past.
Moreover, we also considerquerieswhich require accessto

In this subsection,we presentthe fundamentalsof MVAMs
that use the technique of record duplication. For sake of
concreteness,we baseour discussion on MVAMs derived
from B+-trees.
MVAMs organizes a dynamic set of intervals in a twodimensional dataspace,see Figure 1. Their approach to
mapping intervals to pages is closely related to spatial
accessmethods that use the clipping technique [SK 881.
The basic idea is to partition the dataspaceinto rectilinear
two-dimensional rectanglescalled page regions.Each page
region is associatedwith exactly one page such that, when
an interval intersectswith the pageregion, it will be stored
in the correspondingpage. Note that this results in storing
the sameinterval in different pages.The remaining problem is then how to organizethe pageregions. This is solved
by recursive partitioning the data spaceinto page regions
(until the number of page regions fits in a page). The processof recursivepartitioning is recordedin a balancedtree
where the nodes are associated with pages. We use the
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terms data pages and directory pages for leaves and nonleaves, respectively. This data organization is closely
related to R+-trees[SRF 871.In contrast to R+-trees,however,MVAMs also allow the occurrenceof the sameindex
entry in different directory pages.
An insertion of a new interval or an update of an existing
interval can result in an overflow of a page.Then, a structural changehasto be performedon the MVAM. There are
key-splits, version-splits and combinations of both.
A key-split is similar to a split in an ordinary B+-tree. A
separatorkey is used for splitting the page region of the
overflowing page into two. Recordsbelow of the separator
key remain in the original page, whereasthe other records
are moved into a new page.
For a version-split, a time instant is selectedfor separating
time-varying records.In contrastto a key-split, someof the
recordsmay intersect with both page regions of the newly
createdpagesand therefore, they also have to be stored in
both pages. A special property of transaction-time databasesis that a split is only performedon current pages,i.e.
pages whose page regions contain the current version.
Thus, a version-split createsa historical pageand a current
page,seeFigure 2 a). When the current time (now) is used
for the version-split, the number of records stored in the
(new) current pagewill be minimal amongall possibleversion-splits. Consequently,the pagewill not be involved in a
split for a rather long time period. Note that a historical
pagewill not be modified any more.
When a version-split createsan almost full (current) page,
only a few updates and insertions would be sufficient to
trigger the next split on the samepage.In order to prevent
such frequently occurring split operations, a key-split can
be performed on such page immediately after the versionsplit, seeFigure 2 b).

m

m
a) version-split

b) version-split & key-split

Figure 2: Structural changesby split operations
For eachdata pageresulting from a split, a directory entry
is inserted into the parent page like it is known from B+trees.In addition to the pointer to the page, the entry consists of the page region. An overflow of a directory page
can againbe eliminated by using a key-split, a version-split
or a combination of both. Note that a version-split of a
directory pagecopiescurrent entries to a new page,i.e. different copies of the same directory entry exists in a
MVAM. Therefore, a MVAM derived from a B+-tree is
actually not a tree, but a directed acyclic graph.
The write-once B-tree (WOBT) [Eas 861and the time-split
B-tree (TSBT) [LS 891, [LS 901 are prime examples of
MVAMs which organize a transaction-time databaseonly
using key-splits, version-splits and combinations of both.

Both methodsdo not efficiently support (logical) deletions
of records.To the contrary, it is assumedthat the numberof
recordsgrows constantly with an increasingnumberof versions. The TSBT usesa more sophisticatedsplitting policy
resulting in a lower degreeof redundancyfor data records
comparedto the WOBT. However, the TSBT cannot efficiently support range-time queries on past versions since
recordsclose in key spaceat someversion are not storedin
the samedata page.The goal for the design of the MVBT
was to overcomethesedrawbacksof previous methods.
2.3 Review of the Multiversion B-Tree
The multiversion B-tree (MVBT) is a MVAM that efficiently supports (logical) deletion of records. The MVBT
offers asymptotically optimal worst-caseperformancefor
insertions, deletions and updatesas well as for range-time
queries.An important feature of the MVBT is to guarantee
a minimum key density for every page and for every version representedin the page,i.e. a pagewhosepageregion
coversa version v contains at least d records/entrieswhich
belong to version v. It is important to (worst-case) efficiency that d is a linear function in b (the capacity of a
page).
A MVAM that allows deletion like the MVBT requires a
merging policy to guaranteea minimum key density for all
versionsin a page.If a weak version unde@ow occursafter
a deletion, i.e. the key density of a current page drops
below a threshold, a sibling page is determined (according
to key). Then, a version-split is performed on both pages
using the current time and the resulting pagesare merged
into one, seeFigure 3 a). This merging policy for eliminating a weak version underflow can be usedfor datapagesas
well as directory pages.
The MVBT also preventsthat long sequencesof successive
split and mergeoperationsare performed on a single page.
This is achievedby fulfilling the following requirementfor
the current pages: Immediately after a current page was
created the number of records/entries must be between a
lower bound low and an upper bound up. It is required that
low is greaterthan d (the key density). Let b be the capacity
of a page.For sakeof simplicity, we consider the following
setting of the parametersthroughout the paper:d = b/5, low
= 2b/5, up = 4b/5. Moreover, we assumethat b is a multiple of 5. If the occupancyof a newly createdcurrent pageis
greaterthan up (=4b/5) it will be split into two using a keysplit. If the occupancy is less than low (=2b/5) a mergeis
performed using an appropriate sibling page. This can
result in a pagewhoseoccupancycan again be greaterthan
up and therefore, another key-split is required to meet the
requirementsof the MVBT, seeFigure 3 b).
Overall, there are four different types of structural changes:
version-split, version-split & key-split, mergeand merge&
key-split. An example depicted in Figure 4 illustrates the
four different cases.The partitioning of the MVBT contains 11 page regions which belong to the data pages. A
version-split was performed on page C at time t2. At time
tj, a combination of version split and key split created
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Figure 3: Structural changesby mergeoperations
pagesE and F. PagesF and G were mergedtogether at time
5. A combination of mergeand key-split wasperformedon
pagesI and H at time k.
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Figure 4: Example of a partitioning of the MVBT
Another unique feature of the MVBT (different to the
TSBT and WOBT) is that it contains various root pages
valid for different time periods. Note that there is only one
current root. Consider for example that a version-split is
performed on the (current) root P. Then, the live entries of
P are copied into a new root page and P is marked to be
dead. The references to the different roots are stored in
another data structure called root*. One of the advantages
of allowing different roots is that the time complexity of
update operations only dependson the number of records
storedin the current version and not on the total number of
versions (as it can be observedfor the WOBT and TSBT).
In general,the size of root* is rather small such that it can
almost always be kept resident in main memory.
The advantages of the MVBT are not given for free.
Although the degreeof redundancyis bound by a constant
in the worst-case, the MVBT uses more space than the
WOBT and the TSBT. For MVAMs with data duplication,
there is a trade-off betweenquery time and disk space.

3 Algorithms
Queries

for Processing Range-Period

In this section, we examine several algorithms how multiversion accessmethods can be used for the evaluation of
range-period queries. We primarily restrict our discussion
to tree-structured accessmethods with data duplication.
The range-periodquery is defined in the following way:
GivenakeyrangeR andatimeperiodP.find therecordswhose
keysarein R duringP.
The naive solution to evaluating range-period queries is to
traversethe tree in depth-first order from the root down to
the leaves. This strategy is well-known from processing
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range queries in hierarchical multidimensional access
methods (e.g. R-trees, K-D-B-trees). The depth-first traversal strategyhasthe advantagethat only a path of the tree
has to be kept in main memory while processing a query.
For MVAMs, the naive algorithm however leads us to the
following two serious problems. First of all, the response
set can contain duplicates. Such duplicates should be
avoided in many cases,e.g. when the ,,distinct“ qualifier
occurs in a SQL statementor when a range-period query
delivers the answersto the next operatorof an operatortree
(e.g. an aggregation like sum or avg). Second, the same
directory entry can be accessedmore than once while a
query is evaluated.Consequently,pagesare accessedmore
than once. Consider that a page P is visited x times, n > 0.
Then, all qualifying entries/recordsin the subtreeof P are
also visited at leastx times. This processcan be repeatedon
each level of the tree. As a consequence, the degree of
redundancy has an exponential influence (in the height of
the tree) on the number of redundantrecordsqualifying the
query predicate.This effect is illustrated in Figure 5 where
the gray-colored rectangles illustrate the pages of the
MVBT visited while processinga range-period query. The
naive algorithm would visit pagesA, B and E once, pages
C, D, G twice, page H thrice and pageF four times.

Figure 5: Visited pagesof a MVBT
In the following, we presentfour algorithms for evaluating
range-period queries without producing duplicates. The
first two approachesuse classical techniques such as hashing and sorting. In the secondsubsection,we presenta new
approachto detecting duplicates using the so-called referencepoint. This approachis basedon a depth-first traversal
of the tree. For eachqualifying entry, the referencepoint is
computed and tested against a certain condition. If so, the
algorithm follows the correspondingreferencedown to the
next node. In the third subsection,we presentan algorithm
similar to the one for performing rangequerieson B+-trees.
Data pagesare connectedthrough links which are additionally stored in the pages.In contrast to B+-trees, however,
data pagesmay have more than one predecessorpage.This
algorithm can be used when the output has to be sorted
with respectto time. Moreover, the pagescan be read in the
order of their creation which is important to efficiency in
particular when the data is stored on tertiary storage.

For sake of concreteness, we base our presentation of
query processingtechniqueson the MVBT. Our algorithms
are described in a such a way that they can directly be
applied to the TSBT and similar MVAMs.
3.1 Traditional Approaches
In this subsection,we present two well-known techniques
for avoiding duplicates in the responseset.
3.1.1 Hashmg
Hashing is a widely usedtechnique to eliminate duplicates
and to perform other relational operations [Bra 841. For
processing a range-period query on the MVBT, a hash
table HTdatais provided for collecting the answers. The
algorithm startsin the root of the tree and traversesdown to
the leaves in depth-first order. For a qualifying directory
entry, the search is always directed to the corresponding
page of the entry, whereas for a qualifying record, hash
table HThta is first investigatedwhether it doescontain the
record or not. If the record is not in HThra, it is acceptedas
an answer.In order to avoid duplicates, the record is then
inserted into HTdata. In the other case (the record is in
HThtJ, the answerwas already reportedearlier. In the following, we use the shortcut DFHas,, to refer to the algorithm.
First of all, DFHash obviously guarantees that answers
occur only once in the responseset. However,it also offers
severaldrawbacks.First, the storageoverheadfor the hash
table is linear in the number ofanswers. Since transactiontime databasesare very large, the responseset of a query
can be larger than the available main memory. Then, the
hashtable hasto be pagedout on disk. Second,this method
doesnot detect redundantdirectory entries. Therefore, the
same page can be visited more than once. This will
increasethe CPU-cost becausethe buffer has to be examined multiple times for reading records/entries from the
samepage.Moreover, the averagenumber of accessesto a
record will also increase(seethe exampleof Figure 5) and
therefore,the hashtable hasto be probedrather frequently.
In order to detect redundant directory entries, we can
slightly modify DFHmt,using a secondhashtable HI’&, for
collecting qualifying directory entries. When a directory
page is examined, we tirst test each entry whether it is in
HTdi, If so, the corresponding page was already visited
previously. Otherwise, the entry is’inserted into HTdi, and
the searchproceedsdown to the correspondingpage.This
algorithm guaranteesthat redundant.entries are recognized
and that a page is visited only once. Thus, it reduces the
numberof accessesto the hashtable, but it doesnot reduce
the storageoverheadof DFH~~
3.1.2 Sorting
The other classical technique for duplicate elimination is
sort.@, A range-periodquery is performedin threephases.
In the%rst phase,the tree is traversedin depth-first order
and the qualifying records are copied into a buffer. In the
secondphase,the buffer is sorted (for example according
to theinsertion time of the entries). Thereafter,in the third
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phase, a linear scan through the buffer is performed to
removethe duplicates. This algorithm is called DFs,~
A drawback of DFsort is that the required buffer space
growth linear in the number of both answers and duplicates. Therefore, the storage overhead is higher than the
one of DFHash.Another disadvantageof sorting is that it is
not very-suitable for pipelining queries.
Overall, both algorithms DFHashand DFsorr have a high
storage consumption for performing a query. In the next
subsection, we present methods with considerably lower
storageconsumption.
3.2 A Depth-First Algorithm with Duplicate Avoidance
In this section we proposea new algorithm called DFReffor
processingrange-periodqueriesthat doesnot require additional data structuresfor detecting both redundantqualifying entries and redundant answers.The implementation of
the method is simple and the computational overhead is
very low. In order to illustrate the basic idea of our
approach, let us first discuss an example illustrated in
Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Computation of the referencepoint
In our example, we consider a MVBT with 8 directory
pageslabeled A,. . .,H. The bright gray rectangle illustrates
an entry (with label j) stored on the next lower level. A
copy of entry f is stored in each of the pagesA, B-and D
sinceit was live at time tl and t2. Now consider a key range
R and a time period P and let us processthe corresponding
range-period query as depicted in Figure 6. The rangeperiod query has to visit pagesB, D and E since the query
rectangle intersectswith their pageregions. For eachqualifying entry, we compute the intersection between the
query rectangleand the rectangleoff The lower left comer
of the intersection is called the referencepoint of entry f.
Sincethere are only copiesof entry f in the different pages,
we compute the samereferencepoint for each occurrence
off. Thereafter,we check whether the referencepoint is in
the pageregion. In our example,the pageregion of B contains the reference point off, whereas the other page
regions do not. Therefore, the copy of entry f in page B is
selectedfor proceedingthe searchdown to the page stored

on the next lower level in the tree.‘A more formal description of the algorithm follows.

Theorem 1: The algorithm DFRefhasthe following properties:
*,a qualifying pageis visited only once
. an answeris reportedonly once.

1 Algorithm DFReA Entry E,key-range [RL ,RO);
time-period Ipn,PE))
2 N = GetPage(
3 if (N is a directory page)

4
5
6
7
8

computethe pageregion [KL,Kv) x [TL,dummy);
/* this information is storedin f */
for (eachentry g in N) do
computethe key range [low, up) of g;
/* low <up */
computethe life-span [tg,tE) of g;
if ( [low, up) n [R,, R,) # 0 and

9

Lb, Lv) n [P,, PE) f 0 1
(refK,refT)= (max(low, Rd, max(tn, Pn));
/* (refK,refT) is the referencepoint */

10

if ((KL I refK < KU) and (TL I refT))

11
DFR,& [RL J-W, [PB,PE));
12 elseI* N is a data page *I
. . . /* this code is very similar to the caseof N
13
being a directory page */
14 end, /* DFR~~*/
In addition to key-range R and time period P, the entry
referring to the root of the tree is usedasan input parameter
when algorithm DFRqis initially called. In case of the
MVBT, such an entry is found in root*. The algorithm first
retrieves the corresponding page and then distinguishes
betweendatapagesand directory pages.For the latter case,
our description goes into details. Next, we partly compute
the page region of page N. The relevant parts of the page
region can easily be derived from the entryfwhich is referring to N. Note that we do not require the time when N was
(logically) deleted. For each of the entries of page N, we
compute its key range and its life-span. Thereafter, the
entry is testedwhetherits key rangeand life-span intersects
with R and P, respectively.If so, the referencepoint is computed and is checked whether it does belong to the page
region or does not. If so, a recursive call to the algorithm
will follow.
The naive depth-first traversal algorithm is almost equal to
DFR~~except for three additional lines (line 4,9 and 10).
The computational overheadof our algorithm consists of
computing the referencepoint (line 9) and testing whether
it is in the pageregion of N or not (line 10). The following
theorem shows that algorithm DFR~~ gives the desired
behavior.

Due to space limitations we omitted the proof of
Theorem 1. The interestedreaderis referred to [BS96].
An advantageof DFRcf is that no additional memory and
data structure is required to detect duplicates. Note that in
contrastto OF&he algorithms basedon hashing and sorting additionally require memory to keepthe hashtable and
buffer resident, respectively. The traversal strategy is only
basedon local information stored in the page and in the
parent page. Therefore, we can also use this algorithm
when the MVBT would be distributed among different
computing nodes[MKW 961without causing communication for eliminating duplicates.
Let us emphasize that the reference-point method is not
restricted to the MVBT, but is also applicable to the
WOBT, TSBT and similar methods. Moreover, the same
multiversion techniquethat modifies a B-tree to a multiversion B-tree can also be applied to R-trees [Gut 841 and
other multidimensional accessmethods. The depth-first
algorithm combined with the reference point method
would be still usablewithout modifications for such a multiversion R-tree.
The reference-point method avoids accessto pageswhich
are referencedby duplicated directory entries. Thus, qualifying pages are investigated only once. Therefore, the
number of disk accesseswill be considerably less in comparison to a pure depth-first algorithm without using the
reference-point method. In contrast to DFH~$~ and
DFSo,,this is achieved without using any additional data
structures.
A drawbackof the depth-first algorithm is still that all qualifying directory entries including the duplicated ones have
to be visited. Thus, the overheadof traversing the directory
pages can be rather high, in particular for small queries.
The question therefore arises how the cost for processing
directory pagescan be reduced.
3.3 A Lii

Algorithm

with Duplicate Avoidance

In this section, we present a new algorithm called Link~,f
for processing range-period queries. Algorithm LinkRd
exploits links betweenthe data pagesof the MVAM. This
approachis restricted to a certain classof MVAMs including the ones derived from B+-trees. Although there are
somesimilarities to the traditional algorithm for processing
rangequerieson B+-trees,the link approachfor the MVBT
shows someunique features.For example, the data pages
of the MVBT cannotbe linked together in a linear list (as it
is known from the B+-tree) suchthat the order of the datais
still preserved.
33.1 Basic Ideas

Before going into details let us frrst discussthe basic ideas
of our approach. Let us consider an MVBT whose page
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regions (of the data pages)are depicted in Figure 7. Recall
that the pageregions are disjoint and that the pageregions
cover the two-dimensional data space.The partitioning of
our exampleonly consistsof pageregions with at most two
temporal predecessorpage regions. For example, the temporal predecessorof B is A and the temporal predecessors
ofHareEandF.
In our approach,the MVBT will be equippedwith links to
their temporal predecessor,see the example depicted in
Figure 7. The reason for using backward-links (and not
forward-links) is that backward-links are fully compatible
to storing historical nodeson a WQRM medium [LS 891.
Backward links point to historical pages which do not
changeany more. Therefore, there is no additional cost for
updating.
Note howeverthat for a write-many medium (e.g. magnetic
tape) the MVBT can also use forward-links. Algorithm
Linknet consistsof two steps.First, the right border of the
query rectangle is usedfor performing a range-time query.
In our example,the answersare in pagesD and H. Second,
for every qualifying datapageobtainedin the first step,the
temporal predecessorpagesare checked whether they can
contain an answer.If so, the correspondingpagesare read
into the buffer, answers are reported and the process is
repeated(i.e. the links stored in the predecessorpagesare
investigated). The example illustrated in Figure 7 is then
processedin the following way: First, page D is retrieved
and all answersof pageD are reported.Thereafter,its predecessorpage(B) is examined.The order of the remaining
qualifying pages is H, E, F, C. An important feature of
LinkRe, is that duplicated links will be ignored. In our
example, page B is therefore not examined twice. This is
achievedby using a method similar to the point-reference
methodpresentedin the previous subsection.

Algorithm LinkRef exploits the links in a straightforward
way. There are only two situations which require somefurther discussion.
In order to identify the end of a chain of links without accessingunnecessarilythe next predecessorpagea link is
equippedwith someadditional information about the region of the predecessorpage.If the region of a predecessor page does not intersect with the query rectangle the
end of the chain is obviously reached.
A more difficult problem is how to detect that a link has
already been examined. Following a link a secondtime
does not only result in reading the corresponding page
once more, but also in traversing the complete chain of
links (routed at the duplicate). Therefore, the cost of
query processingcan considerably be reduced when duplicated links are identified.
Our approach to identifying duplicates is very similar to
the one presentedin the previous subsection. First of all,
recall that a link is only duplicated when a reorganization
stepconsistsof a combination of merge62key-split. A reference point of the link can be computed by using the
information aboutthe pageregion of the predecessorpage.
Let R be the intersection betweenthat page region and the
query rectangle.The referencepoint is defined asthe lower
left corner of R. Thereafter,we test the key of the reference
point whether it is in the key-range of the page that contains the link. If so, we follow the link to the temporal predecessorpage. Otherwise, the link is identified as a duplicate.An exampleof the method is given in Figure 8. There
are two copies of the link pointing to pageA. For the given
query rectangle,the referencepoint is in the key-rangeof C
and therefore, the link storedin C is followed to A.
l
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Figure 7: Example of a MVBT and its links
3.3.2 The Algorithm
In the following, we present a more formal description of
algorithm Link,,+ Let A and B be data pages of the
MVBT. PageA is a temporal predecessor page of B, if the
following propertiesarefulfilled: the insertion time of page
B is equal to the (logical) deletion time of A and the keyrangeof pageB intersectswith the key-rangeof pageA. It
can easily be shown that a data page of the MVBT has at
most two temporal predecessorpages.

The formal description of the algorithm follows:
1 Algorithm LinkR,-(Entry f; key-range & ,R,);
time-period [PB,PE))
2 N = GetPage(
3 compute the pageregion [KL,K”) x [T~,dummy);
/* this information is stored in f *I
4 if (N is a directory page)
for (all entries g in N) do
5
computethe key range [low, up) of g;
6
computethe life-span [tg,tE) of g;
7
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other terms is equal to the cost of processinga corresponding range query in an ordinary B+-tree that only storesthe
recordsof version v.
Now let us consider the traversal of the data pages. The
worst-casewill appear when no more answersare found,
but further pageshaveto be investigated.This situation can
occur when updates (insertions and deletions) were only
performed on the pageswhose key-range contains the left
or right bound of the key range of the query. For a give version (in particular for version v), there are at most two of
thesepages.Since O(b) updatesare required to perform a
structural change of these pages, the number of disk
accessesis then at most
(ii) O(v@)
where vp denotesthe size of the time period of the query
(expressedin the number of versions). The worst-caseperformanceof a range-periodquery is then simply the sum of
the formulas (i) and (ii) presentedabove. Note that when
the number of versions can be expressedas a linear function of al (the number of answersof the range-time query),
the total cost is already given by formula (i).

if ( [low, up) n [R,, R,) f 0 and

PEE ttjp tE))
(refK,refT)
= (max(low, R3, max(tn, Pd);
9
10
if ((KL < refK < KU) and (TL 5 refr))
11
Linlq&s FL Ru), F’BJ’E));
12 else/* N is a datapage *I
for (eachentry g in N) do
13
computethe key value k of g;
14
computethe life-span [tg,tE) of g;
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

if( &E [R,,R,)

and

[tg, fE) n [P,, PE) f 0 1
output g;
if (PB< TL)
for (eachtemporal predecessorpd of N) do
I* at most two *I
computethe key range [low, up) of pd;
refK = max(low, RL);
/* refK is the key componentof the
referencepoint *I
if (KL < refK)

22
23
24 end, I* LinkRet */
The algorithm Link,,f is initially started with the same
parametersetting as usedfor the initial call of DF,p The
algorithm first reads page N and then computes the page
region of N (using f). If N is a directory page, a range-time
query is performed using the right border of the twodimensional query region. This is very similar to the steps
of algorithm DFR,p Note that LinkRef recursively calls
itself (seeline 11).
We first report the answersfound in pageN. Thereafter,we
investigateeachof the temporal predecessorpagesof page
N and compute its key range. Next, the key componentof
the reference point is computed. If this component is
greateror equal than KL, algorithm LinkRef continues in a
recursivefashion.
3.3.3 Worst-Case Performance Analysis
Let us briefly discussthe worst-caseperformanceof algorithm LinkRep The range-periodquery consistsof a rangetime query and a traversal of the data pages. Let us first
consider the range-time query. Assume the MVBT contains n versionsand that the range-time query is performed
on version v, 1 I v I n. Let ?n,,denotes the number of
recordsin version v and let al be the number of answersto
the range-time query. It was shown in @3GO+931that the
numberof accessesis
(i) O(logb II + logb m, + a/b)
in the worst-case.Recall that b denotes the capacity of a
page.The first term refers to the cost of retrieving the root
of version v. Let us emphasizethat the cost expressedin the

3.3.4 Advanced Techniques for Query Processing
There are two other properties which make algorithm
Link,,. very attractive for processing range-period queries:
LinkR,r can easily be extended to report the answers
sorted according to time. For that, the algorithm sweeps
the key-rangefrom the right border of the query region to
the left border. Whenever the sweep-line touch the left
point of an interval, the interval will be reportedas an answer. In order to be efficient, this require that all pages
whose page regions intersect with the sweep-line are
kept in main memory. If so, the number of disk accesses
would not be affected.
A modified version of LinkRet is an interesting candidate
for processingqueries when historical data is stored on
magnetic tapes.Let us assumethat the technique of the
TSBT [LS 891is usedto move historical data from magnetic disk to a tape. Furthermore, let us assumethat
LinkRet actually uses forward-links (instead of backward-links). A range-periodquery could now be initiated
as a range-timequery using the left border of the two-dimensional query region (instead of using the right border). Thereafter, search proceeds forward to the right
border such that the page is read next whose deletion
point is closestto the left border of the query region. This
processing strategy would guaranteethat the tape is always moved forward, but never backward.
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3.3.5 Adaption to other AccessMethods
As mentioned previously, links can efficiently be used by
MVAMs derived from B+-trees,but not from R-trees.The
reasonis that the partitioning of an ordinary R-tree allows
(arbitrarily high) overlap of its pageregions and that empty
parts of the data spaceare not required to be covered by a
pageregion. Therefore, the number of links in such a multiversion R-tree would not be bound as it is the casefor the

MVBT. However, let us mention that the link method is
applicable to multidimensional accessmethodsthat fulfills
the following properties: First, there is no overlap between
pageregions. Second,a point of the dataspacebelongsto a
pageregion. The BANG-file [Fre 871,for example,fulfills
these properties and therefore, the link method could be
usedfor a multiversion BANG-file.

4 Performance Comparison
In this section, we report the results of a preliminary performance comparison of different methodsfor processing
querieson MVAMs. We consider four different depth-first
traversal algorithms (DFPure,DF,,a, DFs,,, DFu,.) and
the link algorithm (Link&. Algorithm DFp, denotesthe
naive depth-first algorithm which doesnot eliminate duplicates. All algorithms are implemented on top of the
MVBT.
The objective of our set of experimentswas twofold. First,
we compare the different depth-first traversal algorithms
with respect to CPU-time and disk accesses.Second, we
show the cost of traversing the directory in a depth-first
fashion comparedto the cost using the links in data pages.
Thus, in theseexperimentswe restrict our discussiononly
to methods using the reference method (DFu,f and
Link&.
The set of experiments were performed in the following
way. In eachexperiment,a MVBT was createdperforming
100,OOfloperations.This results in a MVBT with 100,000
versions.The first 10,000operations were only insertions,
whereas the other ones were a mix of insertions and
updates.Experiments with deletions gave similar results
than those without deletions. Therefore, these results are
omitted from the paper. The parametersp and q (= l-p)
denotethe fraction of updatesand insertions, respectively.
For example, p = 0.9 means that 90% of the operations
wereupdates(not taking into accountthe first 10,000insertions). When an insertion is performed, the corresponding
record is computed by using a random number generator.
An updaterandomly selectsa record from the current version of the MVBT. In this paper, we only report results
obtained from experiments (except the last one) with the
following parameter settings: bytes per page = 4K, bytes
per record = 160,bytesper directory entry = 20. The capacity of a data page and directory page was then 25 records
and 200 entries, respectively. For a data page, the lower
bound of the weak version condition is therefore 5 (key
density), i.e. a page that belongs to a version contains at
least 5 recordsthat belong to the sameversion.
Overall, we creatednine MVBTs for p = 0, 0.01, 0.1,0.25,
0.5, 0.75,0.9,0.99, 1.0. There are various parametersof a
MVAM which havean impact on the cost of query processing, see[LS 901.In this study, we only report the results of
the fraction of redundantrecords(F,&. The parameterFred
is defined as the total number of redundant records stored
in the MVBT divided by the number of versions. Figure 9
shows Fredas a function of p. For p = 0 (insertions only),
Fredis close to 1.4, i.e. for eachrecord there are 1.4 redun-
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Figure 9: Fraction of redundantrecords (Fred)
dant recordson the average.Overall, the values of Fredare
between 1.3and 1.7 in our experiments.Sinceall pagesbut
the current onesare completely filled up the MVBTs occupied about 45 MB of disk storage.Note that the values of
Fredobtained for the TSBT and WOBT in similar experiments [LS 901are lower than the onesof the MVBT.
After the MVBTs had been built we run various sets of
queries. The first set (Qkey)contains 100 key-period queries where the search keys were randomly selected from
the correspondingdata file and the period includes all versions ([0 ,. . .,lOOOOO]).
The remaining setsof queries only
consist of range-period queries where the relative size of
the query varied between0.01% and 1% of the two-dimensional data space.Another important parameterof a query
is its shape factor (sfi which is defined as the relative size
of the time period divided by the relative size of the key
range. A large shapefactor for example meansthat the key
rangeis rather small comparedto the time period. We consideredqueries with five different shapefactors (sf = 0.01,
0.1, 1, 10, 100). Each query file &J sizecontains 1000
range-period queries which are described by a constant
shapefactor sf and a constant size size.
In our implementations, a query sendsits I/O request to a
buffer and therefore,the I/O requestdoes not always result
in reading the page from disk. The buffer is basically organized according to the LRU replacementpolicy. In order to
keep the current path of the tree in the buffer, the corresponding pages are fixed and unfixed. Before a query is
startedthe buffer pagesare invalidated. Thus, the order in
which queriesareperformeddoesnot influence the number
of disk accessesrequired to perform an entire query set.
4.1 The Impact of Redundancy
In this subsection,we comparethe four different depth-first
algorithms: DFPure,DF,,,l,, DFs,,, DFu,f. Algorithm
DFPurecorrespondsto the naive depth-first traversal algorithm and producesduplicates (entries and records). Algorithm DFRefrefer to our new method that avoids duplicates
by testing the referencepoint. Algorithm DF,,,, usesdou-
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ble hashing [Knu 731 to eliminate redundant answers,
whereas DFsort eliminates duplicates by sorting (quicksort). Both algorithms do not avoid duplicated directory
entries. DFHasl.,and DFson allocate their memory required
for the hash-tableand buffer in an optimal fashion, i.e. the
algorithm knows about the number of answersand duplicatesbefore the query is actually executed.This admittedly
gives advantageto algorithms DFH~~ and DFson.
First of,all, we consider algorithm DF,,, and show the
impact of redundancyon both the number of duplicates in
the responseset and the number of disk accesses.This is
illustrated using the following two parameters:
number of redundantanswers
Ared:=
number of answers
number of disk accesses
number of required pages
l

l

UO,d

:=

buffer capacity (in pages)

-1

Figure 11: I/Oredas a function of the buffer size
(sf = 1, p = 0.5)

The optimum would be when bd and I/O& are equal to
0. For a buffer of 25 pages(100 KB), Are,-~and I/Od are
reported for MVBTs with p = 0.5 and query files Ql, sire
where size varied between 0.01% and 1%. The graphs
show that both parameters increase with an increasing
query size. Note that for large query sizesAredcan be even
higher than Fred.This is becausealgorithm DFp, doesnot
eliminate redundantdirectory entries. Obviously, this demonstratethe needfor eliminating redundantanswers.
1.2

-

-

-

-

1

size

Let us now consider algorithms DFI.jash,DFsort and DF,er
and their cost for eliminating redundant answers.First of
all, the first two algorithms require a rather large buffer to
eliminate duplicates without causing additional accessesto
disks. In our experiments we required a buffer of up to 4
MBytes to eliminate the redundant answers of a query.
Note that this is achieved only under the assumption that
DFHash and DFScat know the exact number of answersand
duplicates before the query is executed.
In order to compare the CPU-time of the algorithms, we
performedthe sameexperiment asbefore (MVBT with p =
0.5 and query files Ql, sire, 0.01 %<ssize51 %). Werun
theseexperimentson a IBM P43-133with 64 MBytes main
memory and measuredthe CPU-time consumption of the
different algorithms for performing the queries of Ql, size,
0.01 % I sizeS 1 % . Note that the available main memory
was large enough to keep the entire MVBT and therefore,
paging did not influence our numbersat all. The results of
our experimentsare plotted as a function of the query size
in Figure 12. For comparisonreasons,we also provide the

D%xi

Figure 10: AEd and YOd as a function of the query size
(sf=l, p=OS, buffer capacity=25 pages)
Algorithms DFHashand DFsOnguaranteethat answersare
reportedonly once,but I/O& would be still the sameasfor
DF, (becauseduplicated directory entries are not eliminated). A straightforward solution for reducing IfO,d is
simply to increase the buffer space. The required space
howeverdependson the size of the databaseand the query
size. For two different query sizes (size=0.32%, 1%).
I/O,, is depicted as a function of the buffer capacity in
Figure 11. The curves show that UO,d declines with an
increasing buffer capacity, but only rather slowly in an
almost linear fashion.
In contrast to these algorithms, algorithm DFRefachieves
the optimum valuesfor Ad and I./O, for arbitrarily large
query sizes by keeping only a path of the MVBT in main
memory.
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Figure 12: CPU-time as a function of the query size
(sf=l, p=O.5)
CPU-times for algorithm DF,,,. The graph shows that
DFsort requires most CPU-time among the different algo-

rithms. The cost of DFt.lasnis between the cost of DFr,,,,,
and DFson. At a first glance, it is surprising that DF,,f.is
superior to DF, (although DF,f needsadditional computations to test the reference point). The reason is that
DFRetvisits a page only once, whereasDF,, can visit a
pagemore than once.
Overall, the experimentsshow that DFneris superior to the
other algorithms according to CPU-time and disk accesses.
Moreover, DF,f requires only a few buffer pages(to keep
the current path of the MVBT), whereasthe required memory of DFHashand DFsou growth linear in the number of
answers. Since very large queries frequently occur in a
transaction-time database,these algorithms face the risk
that main memory is too small.
4.2 A Comparison between the Link Algorithm and
the Depth-First Algorithm
The next setsof experimentswere intended to comparethe
query performanceof the link algorithm (Link& and the
one of the depth-first algorithm (DFn&. From the performancepoint of view, algorithm LinkRef requires less disk
accessesto directory pagesthan algorithm DFRef.There is
no performance gain according to the number of data
pages.On the contrary, the capacity of a data page can be
slightly less for the link method since (at most) two links
have to be stored in the pagesadditionally. This difference
is however not very significant and we assumethat the
capacity of data pagesis the samefor both algorithms..

accesses.Moreover, algorithm DFRefretrieves more directory pagesthan datapages,whereasthe performanceof the
link algorithm is only determined by the number of
accessesto datapages.
For range-period queries, we run several other experiments.The results showedthat algorithm Link,,, is noticeably superior to DFReronly for range-periodquerieswhere
the specified period is small compared to the specified
range (large shape factor) and where the capa$y of a
directory pagedoesnot largely differ from the capacity of a
data page.In order to demonstratethe performanceadvantage of algorithm Link,,f for such a setting, we performed
severalexperimentswhere the capacity of a directory page
was set to 25 (= the capacity of a datapage).This results in
MVBTs where the directory is considerably larger than for
those MVBTs generatedin our previous experiments. For
p = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9, the results of processing query files Q,$
0,019b
are depicted in Figure 13 as a logarithmic function of
the shape factor s$ For a small shape factor, the performance gain of Linknef is marginal. With an increasing
shapefactor, however,LinkRer performs considerably better than DFRef.For sf = 100, Linkn,r requires only about
60% of the accessesof DFn,=pThis results indicate that for
a high shape factor DFRef requires most of the disk
accessesfor retrieving directory pages.

Table 1: Number of disk accessesfor query file Qkey
P
1
0.99
0.9
0.75
0.5
0.25
0.1
0.01
0

Dir,,0
@FRef) (Link&
27.38
2
18.98
24.21
18.65
15.91
14.04
14.67
14.8
14.75
W/O

Data,

#Answers

25.96
25.53
20.62
17.7
15.09
12.17
13.26
13.28
13.3

10.27
9.49
6.92
4.46
2.71
1.38
1.36
1.03
1

The greatestdifference in performancebetweenalgorithm
LinkRerand algorithm DFne. occurs when key-period queries areperformed.For query file Qke the averagenumber
of disk accessesare reported in TabL 1. The second and
third column show the number of accessesto directory
pages using algorithm DFnef and Link,,, respectively.
The fourth column gives the number of accessesto data
pages,whereasthe number of answersare reported in the
last column. Algorithm LinkR,rrequires only two directory
accesseswhich is equal to the height of the tree, whereas
algorithm DF,,. requires significantly more directory

“2
shapefactor (logarithmic scaling)
Figure 13: Number of disk accessesof Link,,,
comparedDFRet(size = 0.0 1%)

5 Conclusions
In this paper we studied query processing techniques for
transaction-time databaseswhere data is never physically
deleted. Due to the size of a transaction-time database,
accessmethods are inevitably required to efficiently support queries. An important type of query is the range-time
query where recordsare retrieved from the databasewhose
keys are in a given range during a given time period. We
investigated how to evaluate range-period queries efficiently using multi-version accessmethods(MVAMs).
One of the most efficient MVAMs is the multiversion Btree (MVBT) [BGO+ 931.The MVBT optimally solvesthe
range-time query problem. Therefore, we primarily
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restrictedour discussionto the MVBT andrelatedMVAMs
([Eas 861,&S 891).TheseMVAMs occasionally duplicate
records and index entries to separate data according to
time. Traditional algorithms for processing range-period
queries are not aware of these duplicates and therefore,
duplicates also occur in the responseset of a query. Moreover, the performanceof thesealgorithms can considerably
decline becauseof the duplicates in the directory.
We presented two new algorithms for processing rangeperiod queries without reporting duplicated answers.The
one algorithm traversesthe MVBT in a depth-first order
from a root to the leaves. For each qualifying entry and
record, a reference point is computed which identifies
duplicated entries and records.The other algorithm can be
viewed as a generalization of the classical algorithm for
performing rangequeriesin B+-trees.The datapagesof the
MVBT are linked together and theselinks are exploited to
retrieve the data pages which are required for evaluating
the query. In contrast to B+-trees,links can also be duplicated.Therefore, we also equippedthe link algorithm with
an efficient technique for avoiding duplicates. Both algorithms achieved that duplicates are not reported almost
without inducing any additional cost.
We compared the performance of our algorithms with
depth-first algorithms that eliminated duplicates using traditional methods (hashing, sorting). Results of an experimental comparisonshowedthat thesealgorithms were constantly inferior to our algorithms according to disk
accessesand CPU-time although our algorithms usedconsiderably less buffer space.
In our future work, we will investigatehow to organizehistorical data on tertiary storagesuch as tapesand magnetooptical disks.Moreover, we are&o interestedin extending
our work to bitemporal accessmethods [KTF 951.
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